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392 journal of consumer culture 11(3) - sage publications - singh s (1997) marriage money: the social shaping
of money in marriage and banking. st leonard, nsw: allen & unwin. strasser s, mcgovern c and judt m (eds) (1998)
getting and spending: european marriage money the social shaping of money in marriage and ... - marriage
money the social shaping of money in marriage and banking marriage money: the social shaping of money in
marriage , "most of us think of early marriage in ethiopia: the role of gendered social ... - early marriage in
ethiopia: the role of gendered social norms in shaping adolescent girlsÃ¢Â€Â™ futures nicola jones, bekele
tefera, janey stephenson, taveeshi gupta and paola pereznieto in the context of rapid economic development, but
from a very low base, gendered social norms for adolescent girls in ethiopia are shifting, albeit in a highly uneven
manner. key drivers of progressive gender ... marriage in seventeenth-century england: the womanÃ¢Â€Â™s
story - marriage in seventeenth-century england: the womanÃ¢Â€Â™s story 23 you will think, perhaps, i need
not advise you to love your wife! the lord teach you how to do it;Ã¢Â€Â”or else it will be done ill-favouredly.
you for downloading this document from the rmit research ... - previous work on money, marriage and
banking in australia (marriage money: the social shaping of money in marriage and banking, published by allen &
unwin, 1997). at rmit university in melbourne, supriya heads the community sustainability program of the global
cities institute and is a senior project leader in the smart services cooperative research centre at rmit business. dr
shanthi ... missing data: finding Ã¢Â€ÂœcentralÃ¢Â€Â• themes in qualitative research - unrelated areas of
study the social shaping of money and the loneliness of suburbia. in  supriya singhÃ¢Â€Â™s (1997)
study of . marriage money, essential data were missing because the initial question had assumed that money was
wholly a market phenomenon. the emerging theory however pointed to the existence of different kinds of money
in marriage and the market. questions about power and ... the evolution of families and marriages - sage
publications - transforming families and ultimately shaping the nature and quality of family life, as a prelude to
chapters that look at families from a social class perspec- linking information, technologies and the consumer
interest - the centre of my thesis on Ã¢Â€Â˜marriage money: the social shaping of money in marriage and
bankingÃ¢Â€Â™ (singh 1997). this transformation would not have happened without constant exposure to
discussions about the nature of information and technologies. there still are few attempts to connect the study of
money and information at the consumer level. the important question of how the new icts shape ... the role of
gender dynamics in decisions on credit and ... - of social and cultural meanings of money within marriage,
particularly in relation to the way the joint account symbolizes the jointness and trust implicit in marriage money.
family formation, marriage rates, and cohabitation - 3 family formation, marriage rates, and cohabitation mass
media images of black masculinity and black femininity can have an especially pernicious effect on how black
men and money, migration, and family - link.springer - but when money becomes global, its characteristics
change. in the transnational family, the quantum of money is approximated against care rather than calculated in
terms of number.
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